
WILLIAM FEVRE 
GRANDS YINS DE CHABLIS 

Since its founding in 1959, William Fevre has become the 
largest landholder of Premier & Grand Crus vineyards in 
Chablis as well as an undisputed pioneer in practices 
respectful of the environment. The Estate was the first 
winery in Chablis to introduce organic practices starting in 
2000, then biodynamic practices in 2010. It was naturally 
the first to receive their HVE3 certification in 2015! 
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HVE3 at William Fevre 
Created in 2012, HVE3 (Environmental Value Certification) is the highest certification granted by 

French Government to agricultural and vinicultural estates. 

William Fevre's HVE3 Practices: 

1. Protection of biodiversity: A conservatory orchard with fruit trees and isolated trees are planted in the vineyards.

Sheep and geese graze the vineyards, chickens wander to eat bugs. Since 2014, William Fevre has also beehives to

produce honey.

2. Pesticide management: William Fevre uses sulfur and copper to combat downy mildew and powdery mildew.

The use of pesticide is avoided. Manual labor is reinforced to avoid diseases.

3. Water management: William Fevre recycles the water to clean bottles, uses rainwater to make the treatments and

clean equipment, and uses 100% Sere in River water for spraying (frost management). No irrigation is used-dry farming.

4. Plant protection treatment: The vines are trimmed at the end of the growing season to ventilate and air the plants.

We are the only winegrowers to engage in this practice in Chablis. The young vines are labored to limit crowding

and foster deep rootedness.

HVE3 PRACTICES PER APPELLATION 

Biodynamic Farming: 
Biodynamic is similar to organic 

farming in that both take place 

without synthetic chemicals, but 

biodynamic farming incorporates 

ideas about a vineyard as an entire 

ecosystem. 

Biodynamic (Since 2010): 

Grands Crus: 

Chablis GC Les Clos 
Chablis GC Les Preuses 
Chablis GC Bougros 
Chablis GC Bougros Cote Bouguerots 
Chablis GC Valmur 
Chablis GC Vaudesir 

Premiers Crus: 

Chablis PC Montee de Tonnerre 
Chablis PC Mont de Milieu 
Chablis PC Fourchaume 
Chablis PC Vaulorent 

Organic Farming: 
Organic farming is to avoid any 

synthetic pesticides or additives. 

Organic (Since 2006): 

All Premier & Grand Crus, 

including: 
Chablis PC Vail Ions 

Chablis PC Montmains 

Chablis PC Beauroy 
Chablis PC Les Lys 

Sustainable 
Winegrowing: 
Involves a set of practices that 

are not only environmentally 

sound but are also socially 

equitable and economically 

viable. 

HVE3 Sustainability: 
Chablis Estate 
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Pioneer in Vine Protection 

Chablis, as one of the northernmost vineyards, is particularly vulnerable to frost & hail 
and William Fevre has been a pioneer in implementing new forms of frost protection. 

• Electrical wire: Used to warm the vineyards when there is a risk of frost. Although considerably more

expensive to install, electrical wires utilize less energy and is more environmentally friendly than using

candles to warm the vineyards. The first installation was in Vaudesir in 2004.

• Candles: Animal fat based - more environmentally friendly than gas-based candles

• Spraying with water: When the water changes state and turns into ice, there is a release of calories/warmth.

An ice cocoon forms around the bud and keeps it safe. In our plot of Grand Cru Bougros
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